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The electronic properties of correlated metals with a strong electron-phonon coupling may be
understood in terms of a combination of Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory and the strong-coupling
theory of Migdal and Eliashberg. In these lecture notes we discuss the microscopic foundations
of this phenomenological Fermi-liquid model of correlated, strong-coupling metals. We formulate
the basic equations of the model, which are quasiclassical transport equations that describe both
equilibrium and non-equilibrium phenomena for the normal and superconducting states of a metal.
Our emphasis is on superconductors close to equilibrium, for which we derive the general linear
response theory. As an application we calculate the dynamical conductivity of strong-coupling
superconductors.
INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, “strong-coupling superconductivity” is understood as superconductivity induced
by a very strong phonon-mediated pairing interaction. The strong-coupling theory was developed
by Eliashberg[21] on the basis of Migdal’s theory for the normal state [43]. In strong-coupling
superconductors the transition temperature Tc is comparable to the Debye temperature. Thus,
typical energies of the superconducting electrons, e.g. kBT or the superconducting energy gap,
are comparable to typical energies of the excitations mediating the attractive interaction. In this
case the superconductivity is sensitive to the dynamic properties of these excitations, which leads
to deviations from the universal laws of weak-coupling superconductivity (law of corresponding
states) and, more importantly, opens the possibility of extracting information on the origin of
the attractive interaction from superconducting measurements. The most prominent example is
McMillan’s [41, 42] analysis of superconducting tunneling data which gives us the spectral func-
tion α2F (ω) of the phonon-mediated attractive interaction together with the instantaneous elec-
tronic interaction parameter µ∗.[12, 45] The electronic part of the pairing interaction is found to
be repulsive (positive µ∗) in all cases where it has been measured. However, attractive electronic
interaction mechanisms, i.e. negative µ∗’s, are conceivable and have been suggested as a possible
origin of high transition temperatures.[25, 26, 39] The material parameters of the strong-coupling
theory, α2F (ω) and µ∗, have been obtained from tunneling experiments for several supercon-
ductors. These material parameters can be used as input into the strong-coupling theory to
calculate numerically strong-coupling corrections to the universal weak-coupling results. Such
calculations were first performed by Scalapino, Wada, Swihart, Schrieffer, and Wilkins[54, 55]
and have since been developed to some degree of perfection. Efficient computer codes have
been designed for calculating Tc, the energy gap, the isotope effect, critical fields, magnetization
curves, the vortex lattice, the electromagnetic response, and other measurable quantities of in-
terest. The basic equations, numerical methods, and various results are documented in several
textbooks [6, 26, 28, 58, 64] and review articles [3, 13, 16, 42, 51, 56]. In table we compare
calculated and measured results for the ratio 2∆0/kBTc, which has the universal value 3.53 for
isotropic weak-coupling superconductors. There is generally very good agreement between the
calculated strong-coupling corrections and measured data, which demonstrates the high accu-
racy of Eliashberg’s strong-coupling theory for traditional superconductors. A recent thorough
discussion of strong-coupling effects in the ratio 2∆0/kBTc can be found in Ref. [14]. One might
2Metal Tunneling Weak-coupling Strong-coupling
experiment theory (error) theory (error)
Hg 4.61 3.53 (+31%) 4.50 (+ 2%)
In 3.69 3.53 (+ 5%) 3.87 (– 5%)
Nb 3.80 3.53 (+ 8%) 3.83 (– 1%)
Pb 4.50 3.53 (+27%) 4.47 (+ 1%)
Sn 3.74 3.53 (+ 6%) 3.73 (+ 0%)
Tl 3.60 3.53 (+ 2%) 3.71 (– 3%)
TABLE I. Measured and calculated ratios 2∆0/kBTc. The errors indicate the necessary corrections
required to obtain the experimental result.
say that strong-coupling superconductivity is the best understood many-body effect.
In these lecture notes we focus on specific aspects of the strong-coupling theory, all of which
are connected with the problem of superconductivity in strongly correlated electron systems.
We consider Eliashberg’s strong-coupling theory as a generalization of the Fermi-liquid theory of
superconductivity to metals with strong electron-phonon coupling. Like Landau’s Fermi-liquid
theory it lives on the border line between microscopic theories and phenomenological theories.
Landau’s and Eliashberg’s theories can be derived microscopically by asymptotic expansions in
small parameters such as kBT/EF , h¯ωD/EF , etc. On the other hand, they contain material pa-
rameters (Landau parameters, α2F (ω), µ∗, and others) which are phenomenological parameters
to be taken from experiments. These material parameters have a precise microscopic mean-
ing, but their calculation from first principles seems outside the reach of present many-body
techniques.
In the first part of this lecture (Sections II and III) we present the conceptual background of
the strong-coupling theory. We discuss the derivation of the theory by asymptotic expansions,
specify the various material parameters, and formulate the strong-coupling theory in terms of a
quasiclassical transport equation. This equation is the generalization of the Boltzmann-Landau
transport equation for normal Fermi liquids to superconductors with strong electron-phonon
coupling. We keep the formulation general enough to cover metals with strongly anisotropic
Fermi surfaces.
In the second part (Section IV) we discuss formal aspects of the linear response theory of
Fermi-liquid superconductors with strong electron-phonon coupling. We solve the quasiclassical
transport equations to linear order in the external perturbation, and derive the fundamental inte-
gral equations for linear response coefficients. As a specific example, these equations are used to
obtain the general formula for the electromagnetic response of a strong-coupling superconductor
with impurity scattering.
FERMI-LIQUID MODEL
The strong-coupling theory is an accurate theory of superconductivity which provides a quan-
titative explanation of essentially all superconducting phenomena, including the observed devi-
ations from the universal laws of weak-coupling BCS theory.[10] On the other hand, this theory
was of no help in an important field of experimental superconductivity, the search for new ma-
terials with higher Tc’s. This part of the lecture deals basically with this apparent discrepancy.
By examining the roots of strong-coupling theory we can understand both a) the accuracy of the
theory for weakly and strongly correlated systems, and b) the failure of the theory in predicting
Tc’s of new materials.
The strong-coupling theory is correct to leading orders in certain expansion parameters, such
as the ratios kBTc/Ef , h¯ωD/Ef , 1/kf ℓ. The Fermi energy, Ef , is representative of typical elec-
tronic energies (band width, interaction energies, Hubbard U’s, etc.), kBTc is the characteristic
energy scale of the superconducting state (thermal energy, energy gap), h¯ωD is a typical phonon
3energy, 1/kf represents microscopic length scales (Fermi wavelength, lattice constants, screening
length, etc.), and ℓ is the electron mean free path. In standard metals we find superconduct-
ing energies of the order 10−4–10−2eV, electronic energies of ≈ 1–10eV, phononic energies of ≈
10−2–10−1eV, microscopic length scales of ≈ 1A˚, and the mean free path of ≈ 10–104A˚. Hence,
the expansion parameters of the strong-coupling theory are of the order 10−4–10−1. We fol-
low our previous notations[51, 59] and assign the expansion parameters the order of magnitude
small. A perturbation expansion in powers of small cannot be done with standard quantum
mechanical perturbation methods, because small does not refer, in general, to small terms in the
Hamiltonian. The problem of an asymptotic expansion in small was basically solved by Landau
for strongly interacting electrons in their normal state,[20, 33] by Migdal[43] for normal metals
with strong electron-phonon coupling, by Abrikosov and Gorkov for dirty metals,[1, 2] and by
Eliashberg[21] for superconducting metals with strong electron-phonon coupling. The model of a
metal in its normal and superconducting states, which comprises all these theories will be called
the “Fermi-liquid model” in the following. All microscopic derivations of the Fermi-liquid model
start from a formulation of the many-body problem in terms of many-body Green’s functions.
[2, 24, 53] We also use this traditional tool of many-body calculations in this section. Following
Landau we then transform the Green’s function formulation of the Fermi liquid-model into a
quasiclassical transport theory in the next section.
Dyson’s Equations
The Green’s function method[2, 24, 53] utilizes several types of many-body Green’s functions.
Each of them is optimal for special tasks. The Matsubara Green’s functions for electrons (GM )
and phonons (DM ), for instance, are most convenient for calculating properties of metals in
thermal equilibrium. A set of three Green’s functions, GR (“retarded”), GA (“advanced”), GK
(“Keldysh”) for electrons, and similarly, three additional Green’s functions for the phonons,
DR,A,K , are used in the Keldysh technique,[32] which is the most powerful method for non-
equilibrium phenomena. We use Keldysh’s method in this lecture because it gives us directly
the non-equilibrium properties of superconductors, such as dynamical response functions, relax-
ation phenomena, tunneling conductivities, etc., which are the most important phenomena for
measuring strong-coupling effects. The strong-coupling model in the Matsubara representation is
well documented in textbooks and reviews.[6, 13] We emphasize, that we do not loose generality
by favouring a special Green’s function technique. All techniques are formally equivalent, and
the results obtained in one technique, like the expansion in small or the derivation of a transport
theory hold for the other techniques.
The following discussion is based on the jellium model for a metal;[2, 24, 53] i.e. we ignore
the lattice structure and assume the electrons to form a liquid of negatively charged fermions
coupled to a continuous, elastic background of positive charges. The jellium model is a sen-
sible model for qualitative discussions. Realistic calculations take the lattice structure into
account, which requires a more involved ‘book-keeping’ scheme[51], more involved numerical
work, but does not require new concepts. We will return to a realistic, material-oriented model
in sections III and IV. In the standard space-time representation, the Green’s functions of the
jellium model depend on two positions and two times, i.e. GR,A,K → GR,A,K(~x1, ~x2; t1, t2),
and DR,A,K → DR,A,K(~R1, ~R2; t1, t2). Equivalently, one might use the Fourier transformed
Green’s functions, GR,A,K → GR,A,K(~k1, ~k2; ǫ1, ǫ2), and D
R,A,K → DR,A,K(~q1, ~q2;ω1, ω2). An-
other choice of variables, which is exact and more convenient for our purposes, is the mixed
representation, GR,A,K → GR,A,K(~p, ~R; ǫ, t), DR,A,K → DR,A,K(~q, ~R;ω, t). This representation
is optimally suited for a derivation of the Fermi-liquid theory of metals. One can interpret ~p
(=(~k1+~k2)/2) as the momentum of a single-electron excitation, ~R (=(~x1+~x2)/2) as its location,
ǫ (=(ǫ1+ ǫ2)/2) as its energy, and t (=(t1+ t2)/2) as the time of the observer. Similarly, ~q and ω
are the average wave vector and frequency of an elastic deformation of the positive background
at position ~R and time t.
The equations of motion for the Green’s functions are Dyson’s equations, which in the mixed
4representation have the form
(
ǫτˆ3 − ξ0(~p)− Vˆ (~p, ~R; t)− Σˆ
R,A(~p, ~R; ǫ, t)
)
⊗ GˆR,A(~p, ~R; ǫ, t) = 1ˆ , (1)
(
ǫτˆ3 − ξ0(~p)− Vˆ (~p, ~R; t)− Σˆ
R(~p, ~R; ǫ, t)
)
⊗ GˆK(~p, ~R; ǫ, t)−
ΣˆK(~p, ~R; ǫ, t)⊗ GˆA(~p, ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 .
(2)
(
−Mω2 +ΠR,A(~q, ~R;ω, t)
)
⊗DR,A(~q, ~R;ω, t) = 1 , (3)
(
−Mω2 +ΠR(~q, ~R;ω, t)
)
⊗DK(~q, ~R;ω, t) + ΠK(~q, ~R;ω, t)⊗DA(~q, ~R;ω, t) = 0 . (4)
In this representation, the Keldysh Green’s functions are directly related to the Wigner dis-
tribution function for many-particle systems. The ‘hat’ on the electron Green’s functions Gˆ,
the external perturbation Vˆ , and the electron self-energies Σˆ indicates their 4×4 Nambu-matrix
structure, which comprises the spin and particle-hole degrees of freedom. The electron kinetic
energy minus the chemical potential is denoted by ξ0(~p), τˆ3 is the third Pauli matrix in particle-
hole space, and 1ˆ is the 4-dimensional unit-matrix. The ionic mass is denoted by M, and the
phonon self-energies by Π; they include the elastic interactions of the positive background. The
⊗-products are defined as
[Aˆ⊗ Bˆ](~p, ~R; ǫ, t) = e
i
2 (−~∇
A
R·
~∇Bp +
~∇Ap ·
~∇BR+∂
A
ǫ ∂
B
t −∂
A
t ∂
B
ǫ )Aˆ(~p, ~R; ǫ, t)Bˆ(~p, ~R; ǫ, t) , (5)
[A⊗B](~q, ~R;ω, t) = e
i
2 (−~∇
A
R·
~∇Bq +
~∇Aq ·
~∇BR+∂
A
ω ∂
B
t −∂
A
t ∂
B
ǫ )A(~q, ~R;ω, t)B(~q, ~R;ω, t) , (6)
where the superscripts A (B) on the partial derivatives indicate differentiation with respect to
the arguments of A (B). Note that we could equally well have chosen to write Dyson’s equations
with the inverse operators (ǫτˆ3 − ξ0 − Vˆ − Σˆ
R,A), etc. on the right.
Skeleton Diagrams
In Dyson’s equations all difficult many-body physics is moved into the self-energies Σ and Π.
The Fermi-liquid model for superconductors with strong electron-phonon coupling amounts to a
specific, well founded approximation for the self-energies; one takes into account all self-energy
processes to zeroth- and first-order in the expansion parameter small. A convenient starting point
for obtaining the expansion in small is the standard decomposition of the self-energies into a sum
over Feynman diagrams. The diagrams are generated in the usual way by a formal perturbation
expansion in the electron-electron interaction, the electron-phonon interaction, the electron-
impurity interaction, the phonon-phonon interaction, and the external potentials. Elements
of these diagrams are bare non-interacting Green’s functions and bare interaction vertices. The
procedure is to classify each diagram according to its order in small, and to sum the contributions
of all leading order diagrams. The following steps lead to a classification of diagrams in the
parameter small.
1. The first step is to formally split the electron and phonon Green’s functions into a high-
energy and low-energy part, Gˆ = Gˆh + Gˆl, and D = Dh + Dl. The low-energy part,
Gˆl, is chosen to agree with the full Gˆ for energies near zero (| ǫ |< Ec) and momenta
near the Fermi surface | p − pf |< kc, where Ec and kc are technical cutoffs defining
the “low-energy range” in energy-momentum space. Gˆl is zero outside this low-energy
range in energy-momentum space. The high-energy part, Gˆh, agrees with Gˆ outside the
low-energy range, but vanishes inside Ec and kc. The separation of the phonon Green’s
5function is done in the same way, except for a modified definition of its low-energy range.
The low-energy range for phonons covers the frequency range ω < Ec and all phonon-
wave vectors q. The technical cut-offs Ec and kc are to be chosen in the window between
small and large energies and momenta (small < Ec/Ef < 1, small < kc/kf < 1). This
separation into low- and high-energy parts can also be expressed in terms of diagrams
(see [51, 59]). The new set of diagrams is substantially enlarged, since any traditional
diagram with n Green’s function lines generates 2n new diagrams. An instructive example
is shown in Figure 1. The advantage of the new diagrams is that they can be classified
systematically according to their order in small. The order is determined by the number of
low-energy Green’s functions (thick lines), and how they are linked via interaction vertices
(open circles) and high-energy Green’s functions (dashed lines). The diagram on the left
in Figure 1 has four low-energy Green’s functions, two high-energy Green’s functions, two
electron-phonon vertices and two electron-electron interaction vertices. We call high-energy
Green’s functions and bare interaction vertices the “high-energy parts” of a diagram.
Fig. 1 Collapse of a diagram containing low-energy propagators (thick lines) and
high-energy (dashed lines) propagators and bare vertices (open circles) into block ver-
tices (shaded circles) coupled to low-energy propagators.
2. The next step is to introduce self-energy diagrams. This partial summation of diagrams
is done in a way that preserves the order of magnitude estimates. For this purpose we
merge connected high-energy parts of a diagram into structureless ‘blobs’, and obtain block
diagrams consisting of high-energy blobs and low-energy Green’s functions. This procedure
is shown graphically in Figure 1. Diagrams which have the same block structures are of
the same order in small. We sum them, and represent the sum by the representative block
diagram. These new self-energy diagrams consist of low-energy Green’s functions (smooth
lines for electrons and wiggly lines for phonons), and high-energy vertices (shaded circles).
The type of a vertex is characterized by the number and type of its external links to low-
energy Green’s functions. The diagram in Figure 1, contains two high-energy vertices.
One is a two-phonon four-electron vertex, the other a four-electron vertex. Next, we sum
all self-energy insertions on the low-energy electron and phonon Green’s functions in the
standard way to obtain the skeleton self-energy diagrams, with the bare low-energy Green’s
functions replaced by exact low-energy Green’s functions.
3. Up to this point we have not made any approximation. The skeleton-diagram representa-
tion is still an exact formulation of the many body problem. In order to proceed further we
have to make certain general assumptions. We assume that the construction of skeleton di-
agrams by formally summing an infinite number of diagrams preserves the original order of
magnitude estimates. The elements of a skeleton diagram, i.e. the full low-energy Green’s
functions and the high-energy vertices should have the same order in small as their bare
ancestors. Electron Green’s functions are of order small−1, while phonon Green’s functions
and high-energy vertices are of order small 0. We further assume that the high-energy ver-
tices vary with energy and momentum on the high-energy scales, i.e. that the summation
of high energy processes should not lead to new low-energy scales. With these assumptions
we are able to classify each skeleton self-energy diagrams according to its order in small.
In addition to factors of small coming from Green’s functions and vertices there are factors
coming from phase-space restrictions. The phase space for energy and momentum inte-
grations is restricted to the low-energy range, which leads to an additional factor small ν .
The power ν is always positive, and depends on the topology of the low-energy lines and
on the physical dimensions of the system.
6Order of Magnitude Estimates
Figure 2 shows typical diagrams for the electronic self-energy together with their order in small.
The given order of magnitude refers to 3- and 2-dimensional metals. The phase space factors are
different for 1-dimensional metals, which leads to different order of magnitude estimates, and to
a break down of the Fermi-liquid model.
Diagram (a) is the only one of order small 0; it represents the effective band-structure poten-
tial seen by the low-energy electrons. One obtains from this diagram the quasiparticle residue
a(~pf ), the Fermi surface, and the band-structure Fermi velocities. The quasiparticle residue is
given by (1−∂Σ0/∂ǫ)
−1, where Σ0 is the self-energy from diagram (a). We follow the traditional
procedure of Fermi-liquid theory and remove the quasiparticle residue from the low-energy prop-
agators, by combining it with interaction vertices and self-energies. This leads to the formation
of renormalized interaction vertices and self-energies. Each link on a vertex contributes a factor√
a(~p) to the renormalized vertex; self-energies, ǫτˆ3, and ξ0 in Eqs. 1-2 are multiplied by a
factor a(~p). In the following, vertices and self-energies are always understood as renormalized
quantities, so the quasiparticle residue no longer appears in the theory.
The most important diagrams for the Fermi-liquid model are shown in the second line of Figure
2. They describe Landau’s Fermi-liquid interactions and the electronic pairing interactions
(diagram (b)), the leading order effects (Migdal’s approximation) of the electron-phonon coupling
on electronic properties (diagram (c)), leading order effects of impurities (the t-matrix diagrams
(d1), (d2),...), and the external perturbations (diagram (e)). The third line of Figure 2 shows
diagrams (of order small) which can safely be omitted. Diagram (d1) describes small changes of
Fermi surface and Fermi velocities due to the alloying with impurities, and diagram (f) describes
the same kind of effects, induced by the small changes in the effective band-structure potential
due to quantum and thermal smearing of the lattice positions.
( small )0 : 
( small )1 : 
( small )2 : 
+ + + +  …  + 
+   · · · 
(a) 
(b) (c) (d2) 
(h) 
(e) 
(g) 
+ 
( small )1 : + +  … 
(d3) 
(d1) (f) 
Fig. 2 Leading order electronic self-energy diagrams of Fermi-liquid theory. The block
vertices (shaded circles) represent the sum of all high-energy processes and give rise to inter-
actions between the quasiparticles (smooth propagator lines), phonons (wiggly propagator
lines) and impurities (dashed lines). The order in the parameter ‘small’ is indicated for each
diagram.
Two special diagrams of second order in small are shown in the fourth line. Diagram (g)
describes electron-electron scattering. It leads to a contribution to the resistivity of a metal
∝ T 2. The same T 2 law also follows from diagram (h) which represents a leading order correction
to Migdal’s theory. Both contributions to the resistivity are of the same order of magnitude.
The Fermi-liquid model of metals comprises the effects of self-energy processes described by the
diagrams in the first two lines of Figure 2. Electron-electron scattering (diagram (g)) becomes
7important in very clean metals with weak electron-phonon coupling, and is often included in the
Fermi-liquid model.
The dominant contributions to the phonon self-energies are shown in Figure 3. The order
of magnitude estimates refer to phonons with wavelengths that are not too small, i.e. for
qa ≥ small, where q is the phonon wave vector, and a the lattice constant. The leading order
effects are collected in diagram (a), which gives the phonon dynamics in Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. The full vertex in diagram (a) contains the full effects of electron-electron and
electron-ion interactions. Hence, the phonon dynamics obtained from diagram (a) is correct
in the adiabatic limit. Leading order non-adiabatic corrections are shown in the second line
of Figure 3. They are one order smaller than the adiabatic diagrams. Diagram (b) describes
the damping of phonons due to the coupling to electrons (Landau damping), and diagram (c)
gives the damping due to phonon-phonon coupling. Diagram (d) is included for completeness.
It describes small, anharmonic, T-dependent corrections to the phonon frequencies, and can be
neglected.
( small )0 : 
( small )1 : + 
(a) 
(c) (b) (d) 
+ 
Fig. 3 Leading order phonon self-energy diagrams of Fermi-liquid theory. The notation
is the same as that of Figure 2.
Re´sume´
We have reached our goal for this section, to identify and sum all self-energy diagrams which
contribute in leading orders in the expansion parameters of the Fermi-liquid model - which in-
cludes a strong electron-phonon coupling. If the premises of this expansion are fulfilled and the
expansion parameters are small, as it seems for traditional metals, then we expect the Fermi-
liquid model to give an accurate description of the low-energy physics of metals in their normal
and superconducting states. On the other hand we paid a price for this accuracy. In forming
block vertices we introduced new interactions which replace the original Coulomb interaction and
bare electron-phonon interaction. These new interactions might have little or no resemblence to
the original interactions in strongly correlated systems. Correlation effects may even reverse the
sign of an interaction, e.g. turn the repulsive Coulomb vertex into an attractive block vertex for
low-energy electronic excitations. The block vertices are well defined and in principle measur-
able, but with present-day many-body techniques we see no chance that they can be calculated
reliably from first principles. Thus, the Fermi-liquid theory of correlated metals should be con-
sidered a phenomenological theory, with Fermi-surface data and interaction vertices as material
parameters to be extracted from experiments. The superconducting transition temperature de-
pends on several of these material parameters, including electronic interaction vertices and the
electron-phonon vertex. Hence, Tc can be calculated (with a little bit of numerical effort) from
the material parameters of the Fermi-liquid model. However, understanding why the material
parameters are optimized for high transition temperatures in some classes of materials but not in
others is not within reach of either the weak or the strong-coupling versions of the Fermi-liquid
model. Thus, the high accuracy of the strong-coupling theory of superconductivity is of little
help in the search for new metals with higher Tc’s.
8QUASICLASSICAL THEORY OF STRONG-COUPLING SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
The Fermi-liquid model of strong-coupling superconductivity developed in section II is, in some
sense, complete. Dyson’s equations together with the self-energies (given in diagramatic notation
in Figs. 2-3, form a closed set of equations which can be solved with the help of computers.1
Using fully quantum-mechanical equations such as Dyson’s equations in the Fermi-liquid model
is not wrong but also not optimal. By solving Dyson’s equations one calculates in a non-
systematic way effects which are beyond the accuracy of the Fermi-liquid model. This generates
an unnecessary “quantum-mechanical baggage” which should be avoided, especially if one is
interested in solving more recent, and technically more challenging problems of the theory of
superconductivity. The appropriate equation for the Fermi-liquid model which replaces Dyson’s
equation, is a semiclassical transport equation, as first shown by Landau for normal metals
(normal Fermi liquids). The conversion of Dyson’s equations for superconductors into transport
equations was first achieved by Eilenberger,[19] Larkin and Ovchinnikov,[34] for superconductors
in equilibrium, and generalized by Eliashberg,[22] Larkin and Ovchinnikov[35] to non-equilibrium
phenomena. The theory established by these authors is called “quasiclassical theory” (for reviews
see [18, 36, 52, 59]). It is the proper generalization of Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory of the normal
state to the superconducting state. In the following we sketch the derivation of the quasiclassical
transport equations, give a brief interpretation, and write down the complete set of equations of
the Fermi-liquid model of strong-coupling superconductors. The theory presented in this section
holds for general anisotropic superconductors with an arbitrarily complex Fermi-surface, and
general anisotropic interactions.
ξ-Integration
The one-electron Green’s functions (GˆR,A,K) depend on momentum (~p), position (~R), energy
(ǫ), and time (t). This is more information than is required in order to specify classical one-
electron distribution functions. In classical systems the energy is not an independent variable
since it is a prescribed function of momentum and position. Traditionally, classical distribution
functions depend on momentum, position, and time. A less common, but physically equivalent
set of classical variables is momentum direction, position, energy, and time. The conversion
from one set to the other is a (non-canonical) coordinate transformation in phase space. The
distribution functions of the Fermi-liquid model depend on the latter variables, more precisely,
on the set (~pf , ~R; ǫ, t), where ~pf is a momentum vector on the Fermi surface. The reduction
from the set (~p, ~R; ǫ, t) to (~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) is achieved by “ξ-integration”.[19, 34] One obtains the
“quasiclassical propagators” gˆR,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) by integrating out the non-classical variable of
the low-energy Green’s functions GˆR,A,Kl (~p,
~R; ǫ, t) in the following way:
gˆR,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) =
∫
dξ(~p)
1
a(~p)
GˆR,A,Kl (~p,
~R; ǫ, t) . (7)
The “bandstructure energy”, ξ(~p), which is integrated out, consists of the kinetic energy p2/2m
minus the chemical potential plus the effective band-structure potential defined by diagram (a)
in Fig. 1. The band-structure energy vanishes at the Fermi surface, which we characterize by the
set of Fermi momenta ~pf . Fermi-surface integrals will be denoted by
∫
d~pf . They are normalized
such that ∫
d3p
(2π)3
... = Nf
∫
d~pf
∫
dξ(~p) ... (8)
1 One might drop the phase-space restrictions of the Fermi-liquid model, and consider the Green’s function lines
in Figs.2-3 as full Green’s functions with low-energy and high-energy parts. Consequently, one has to replace
Landau’s interaction vertex (diagram (b) of Fig. 2) and the other interaction vertices of the Fermi-liquid model
by new interactions, in order to avoid double counting of the high-energy Green’s functions. These models
which were given collectively the name “boson-exchange theory” [13], may be considered as generalized Fermi-
liquid models. They are often discussed as appropriate models for high-Tc superconductivity. The exchanged
bosons can be phonons, paramagnons, antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, or others. We do not comment on
these models in this lecture but refer the interested disciples to the recent literature.[13, 44, 50] This lecture is
devoted to the genuine Fermi-liquid model, which keeps consistently the leading order effects in the expansion
parameters of Fermi-liquid theory.
9Nf is the “band-structure density of states” which is a material parameter of the Fermi-liquid
model.
The rules for evaluating the diagrams in Figs. 2-3 include integrations over the momenta of
internal Green’s function lines. These integrals can be transformed with Eq. 8 into ξ-integrals
and integrals over the Fermi surface. The high-energy vertices depend only weakly on ξ for mo-
menta near the Fermi surface. Thus, the ξ-integrals act only on the Green’s functions, and the
ξ-dependence of the vertices can be neglected in leading orders in small. The important conse-
quence is that all electron Green’s functions in the self-energy diagrams of the Fermi liquid model
are integrated over ξ, and can be replaced by the corresponding quasiclassical propagators. The
factors Nf are absorbed into the vertices, which leads to dimensionless vertices and interaction
parameters. The self-energies are now functions of quasiclassical propagators and dimensionless
interaction vertices. The quasiclassical propagators describe physical properties of low-energy
electronic excitations with momenta ~p near the Fermi surface. In the quasiclassical theory, how-
ever, such excitations are not described by their momenta but, equivalently, by the momentum
~pf nearest to ~p, and the excitation energy ǫ. The weak ξ-dependence of the self-energies can be
neglected in a leading order theory, such that the self-energies become functions of ~pf alone, in
addition to ~R, ǫ, and t. We use the symbols σˆR,A,K for the self-energies on the Fermi surface in
order to distinguish them from the fully momentum dependent self-energies ΣˆR,A,K of section
II. Similarly, the effective perturbations of diagram (e) in Figure 2 can be taken at the Fermi
surface, and will be denoted by vˆ(~pf , ~R; t).
Quasiclassical Transport Equations
Dyson’s equations are formulated in section II in terms of the full low-energy Green’s functions.
For a closed theory in terms of quasiclassical propagators one has to eliminate the low-energy
Green’s functions in Dyson’s equations in favor of the quasiclassical propagators. This can
be achieved by a procedure, traditionally used for deriving transport equations from Dysons’s
equations (see [31]). One starts from the two equivalent Dyson’s equations for GˆR,A,(
ǫτˆ3 − ξ(~p)− vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
⊗ a−1(~pf )Gˆ
R,A
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t) = 1ˆ , (9)
a−1(~pf )Gˆ
R,A
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t)⊗
(
ǫτˆ3 − ξ(~p)− vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
= 1ˆ , (10)
and for GˆK , (
ǫτˆ3 − ξ(~p)− vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
R(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
⊗ a−1(~pf )Gˆ
K
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t)−
σˆK(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)⊗ a
−1(~pf )Gˆ
A
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t) = 0 , (11)
a−1(~pf )Gˆ
K
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t)⊗
(
ǫτˆ3 − ξ(~p)− vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
−
a−1(~pf )Gˆ
R
l (~p,
~R; ǫ, t)⊗ σˆK(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 . (12)
The factors a−1 in front of the Green’s functions compensate the factors a included, by definition,
in σˆ, vˆ, etc. (see section II). One now subtracts Eq. 10 from Eq. 9, and Eq. 12 from Eq. 11,
respectively, expands the operators ξ(~p) in powers of the small spatial gradients,
ξ(~p) ≈ ξ ± (i/2)~vf · ~∇, (13)
and ξ-integrates the resulting equations. The plus sign in Eq. 13 refers to a gradient acting to
the right, and the minus sign to one acting to the left. ~vf = ∇pξ is the Fermi velocity which
depends on ~pf .
After subtraction the only remaining ξ-dependent terms are the low-energy Green’s functions
which turn into the quasiclassical propagators gˆR,A,K by ξ-integrating the equations. We thus
obtain the following transport equations for the quasiclassical propagators[
ǫτˆ3 − vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t), gˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
]
◦
+ i~vf · ~∇gˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 , (14)
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(
ǫτˆ3 − vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
R(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
◦ gˆK(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) (15)
− gˆK(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦
(
ǫτˆ3 − vˆ(~pf , ~R; t)− σˆ
A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)
− σˆK(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ gˆ
A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) + gˆ
R(~p,f ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ σˆ
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
+ i~vf · ~∇gˆ
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 .
The ◦-product implies here the following operation in the energy-time variables
[aˆ ◦ bˆ](~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = e
i
2
(∂aǫ ∂
b
t−∂
a
t ∂
b
ǫ)aˆ(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)bˆ(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) , (16)
and the commutator [aˆ, bˆ]◦ stands for aˆ ◦ bˆ− bˆ ◦ aˆ. An important additional set of equations are
the normalization conditions
gˆR,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ gˆ
R,A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 1ˆ, (17)
gˆR(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ gˆ
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) + gˆ
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ gˆ
A(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 . (18)
The normalization condition was first derived by Eilenberger[19] for superconductors in equilib-
rium. An alternative, more physical derivation was given by Shelankov[60]. The quasiclassical
transport equations (14,15), supplemented by the normalization conditions, Eqs. 17-18, and the
leading order self-energy diagrams (Fig. 2(b-e)) are the fundamental equations of the Fermi-
liquid theory of superconductivity. The various transformations and simplifications used to turn
Dyson’s equations into transport equations are consistent with a systematic expansion to leading
orders in small.
Quasiclassical Propagators
The quasiclassical equations have a rich physical content. They cover essentially all supercon-
ducting effects of interest ranging from equilibrium phenomena, such as H-T phase diagrams and
the structure of vortex phases, to collective dynamics (e.g. Josephson effects, flux motion, dy-
namics of phase-slip centers) and superconductivity far away from equilibrium (e.g. stimulated
superconductivity[23]). The information about measurable quantities in equilibrium and non-
equilibrium is contained in the quasiclassical propagators, and the transport equations are the
tool for calculating these propagators. Because of the importance of the quasiclassical propaga-
tors we give a brief interpretation of their physical meaning, and establish a convenient notation
for their internal structure.
The quasiclassical propagators are 4 × 4-matrices whose structure describes the quantum-
mechanical internal degrees of freedom of electrons and holes. The internal degrees of freedom
are the spin (s=1/2) and the particle-hole degree of freedom. The latter is of fundamental impor-
tance for superconductivity. In the normal state one has an incoherent mixture of particle and
hole excitations, whereas the superconducting state is characterized by the existence of quantum
coherence between particles and holes. This coherence is the origin of persistent currents, Joseph-
son effects, Andreev scattering, flux quantization, and other non-classical superconducting ef-
fects. The quasiclassical propagators, in particular the combination gˆK−(gˆR−gˆA), are intimately
related to the quantum-mechanical density matrices which describe the quantum-statistical state
of the internal degrees of freedom. Nonvanishing off-diagonal elements in the particle-hole den-
sity matrix indicate superconductivity, and the onset of non-vanishing off-diagonal elements
marks the superconducting transition. A convenient notation for the matrix structure of the
propagators (and similarly of the self-energies) is
gˆR,A,K =

 gR,A,K + ~gR,A,K · ~σ
(
fR,A,K + ~fR,A,K · ~σ
)
iσy
iσy
(
fR,A,K + ~fR,A,K · ~σ
)
gR,A,K − σy~g
R,A,K · ~σσy

 . (19)
The 16 matrix elements of gˆR,A,K are expressed in terms of 4 spin-scalars (gR,A,K , gR,A,K ,
fR,A,K , fR,A,K) and 4 spin-vectors (~gR,A,K , ~gR,A,K , ~fR,A,K , ~fR,A,K). All matrix elements are
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functions of ~pf , ~R, ǫ, and t. The spin scalars g
R,A,K , gR,A,K carry the information on the current
density ~j(~R, t), the charge density n(~R, t), the tunneling density of states Ntu(ǫ, ~R; t), and other
spin-independent quantities. The current density is determined by the scalar part of the Keldysh
propagator, the Fermi velocity and the density of states;
~j(~R, t) = 2eNf
∫
d~pf
∫
dǫ
4πi
~vf (~pf )g
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t). (20)
The charge density in a metal is constant in the low-frequency long-wavelength limit (local charge
neutrality), which leads to the condition,
2e2Nf (1 +A
s
0)Φ(~R, t) + 2eNf
∫
d~pf
∫
dǫ
4πi
(1 +As0(~pf )) g
K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = 0 . (21)
The first term is the charge density fluctuation coming from high-energy excitations under the
influence of the electrochemical potential Φ(~R, t). The compensating second term is the charge-
density fluctuation contributed by the low-energy excitations. The Fermi-liquid interaction pa-
rameters As0 and A
s
0(~pf ) are Fermi-surface averages of the spin-symmetric interaction vertex
As(~pf , ~p
′
f ) of diagram (b) in Figure 2; A
s
0(~pf ) =
∫
d~p ′fA
s(~p ′f , ~pf ), A
s
0 =
∫
d~pfA
s
0(~pf ).
The tunneling density of states is given by the usual formula of Green’s function theory,
Ntu(ǫ, ~R; t) = Nf
∫
d~pf
[
−1
π
Im
(
gR(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)
)]
. (22)
The spin vectors ~gR,A,K in Eq. 19 carry the information on the spin-magnetization, spin
currents, and other spin-dependent properties. Finally, the off-diagonal terms f and ~f are the
anomalous propagators which are characteristic of the superconducting state. A finite spin-
singlet amplitude fK indicates singlet pairing, and a finite ~fK implies triplet pairing. Finite
pairing amplitudes can either arise spontaneously below Tc or be induced by the contact to
another superconductor (proximity effect). The anomalous propagators are not directly mea-
surable, but couple via the transport equations to the ‘measurable’ propagators g, ~g, and thus
affect the observable properties, often dramatically.
Quasiclassical Self-Energies
Finally, we discuss the analytical form for the self-energies of the strong-coupling model, which
are given in a compact diagramatic form by the graphs in Figs. 2-3. The original rules of Green’s
function theory for assigning an analytical expression to each graph can be readily transformed
into the rules of the quasiclassical theory. The graphs in both formulations are identical. In
the quasiclassical scheme, however, the thick lines stand for quasiclassical propagators, and
the vertices for renormalized interactions as discussed above. These interaction vertices are
phenomenological quantities whose momentum dependences must be in accordance with the
symmetries of the system. Momentum and energy conservation holds at each vertex, and all
electronic momenta attached to a vertex are strictly confined to the Fermi surface. Thus, integrals
over internal electronic momenta are 2d Fermi-surface integrals.
The vertex in diagram (b) of Figure 2 represents purely electronic interactions in the particle-
hole channel (Landau interactions, As(~pf , ~p
′
f ) and A
a(~pf , ~p
′
f )) and in the particle-particle chan-
nel (µ∗-interactions, µ∗s(~pf , ~p
′
f ) and µ
∗a(~pf , ~p
′
f )). The Landau interactions couple to the g-parts
of the propagators, and the µ∗-interactions to the f -parts. The superscripts s (symmetric, sin-
glet) refer to spin-independent interactions whereas a (antisymmetric) and t (triplet) refer to
spin-spin interactions such as exchange interactions (Aa) or triplet pairing interactions (µ∗t).
Below we give the explicit analytical form of these self-energy terms, called “mean-field” (mf)
self-energies, for systems with spin-rotation-invariant interactions:
σˆR,Asca,mf (~pf ,
~R; t) =
∫
dǫ
4πi
∫
d~p ′f A
s(~pf , ~p
′
f ) gˆ
K
sca(~p
′
f ,
~R; ǫ, t), (23)
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σˆR,Avec,mf (~pf ,
~R; t) =
∫
dǫ
4πi
∫
d~p ′f A
a(~pf , ~p
′
f ) gˆ
K
vec(~p
′
f , ~R; ǫ, t), (24)
σˆKsca,mf = σˆ
K
vec,mf = 0 , (25)
∆ˆR,Asca,mf (~pf ,
~R; t) =
∫
dǫ
4πi
∫
d~p ′f µ
∗s(~pf , ~p
′
f ) fˆ
K
sca(~p
′
f ,
~R; ǫ, t), (26)
∆ˆR,Avec,mf (~pf ,
~R; t) =
∫
dǫ
4πi
∫
d~p ′f µ
∗t(~pf , ~p
′
f ) fˆ
K
vec(~p
′
f , ~R; ǫ, t), (27)
∆ˆKsca,mf = ∆ˆ
K
vec,mf = 0 . (28)
We use the following short-hand notation for the various components of a 4 × 4-propagator or
self-energy
gˆR,A,K = gˆR,A,Ksca + gˆ
R,A,K
vec + fˆ
R,A,K
sca + fˆ
R,A,K
vec , (29)
σˆR,A,K = σˆR,A,Ksca + σˆ
R,A,K
vec + ∆ˆ
R,A,K
sca + ∆ˆ
R,A,K
vec , (30)
where the matrices gˆ..., σˆ... contain the diagonal parts in particle-hole space and fˆ..., ∆ˆ... the
off-diagonal parts. The subscripts sca and vec refer to spin-scalar and spin-vector type matrix
elements. The mean-field self-energies are relatively simple compared to the electron-phonon
self-energies (denoted by the index ep) shown graphically in Figure 2(c). The phonon-mediated
interaction is retarded and, as a consequence, all three types of Keldysh propagators (R,A,K)
enter the self-energies, which become energy-dependent. The calculations of the energy depen-
dences makes the strong-coupling theory substantially more involved than the weak-coupling
theory, where one approximates all interactions, including the phonon-mediated interaction as
instantaneous. The self-energies generated by Migdal’s diagram Figure 2(c) have the form:
σˆR,Aep (~pf ,
~R; ǫ, t) =
∫
d~p ′f
∫
dω
4πi
[
λK(~pf − ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t)gˆR,A(~p ′f ,
~R; ǫ− ω, t) +
λR,A(~pf , ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t)gˆK(~p ′f ,
~R; ǫ− ω, t)
]
, (31)
σˆKep(~pf ,
~R; ǫ, t) =
∫
d~p ′f
∫
dω
4πi
[
λK(~pf , ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t)gˆK(~p ′f ,
~R; ǫ− ω, t)−
(
λR(~pf − ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t)− λA(~pf − ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t)
)
×
(
gˆR(~p ′f ,
~R; ǫ− ω, t)− gˆA(~p ′f ,
~R; ǫ− ω, t)
)]
. (32)
We have introduced a Bose propagator λR,A,K(~pf − ~p
′
f ,
~R, ω, t) for the effective interaction
mediated by phonons. This propagator is defined in terms of the electron-phonon coupling
gν(~pf , ~p
′
f ), and the phonon propagators D
R,A,K
ν (~q, ~R;ω, t),
λR,A,K(~pf , ~p
′
f ,
~R, ω, t) =
∑
ν
| gν(~pf , ~p
′
f ) |
2 DR,A,Kν (~pf − ~p
′
f ,
~R;ω, t) . (33)
The index ν sums over the various branches of phonons, including acoustic and optical phonons.
The above formulas hold for electrons and phonons in and out of equilibrium. If the phonons
are in equilibrium described by a phonon temperature Tph one has
λR,A(~pf , ~p
′
f , ω) = 2
∞∫
0
dω′
α2F (~pf , ~p
′
f , ω
′)ω′
ω′ 2 − (ω ± i0)2
(34)
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and
λK(~pf , ~p
′
f , ω) =
(
λR(~pf , ~p
′
f , ω)− λ
A(~pf , ~p
′
f , ω)
)
coth
(
ω
kBTph
)
. (35)
We introduced a momentum dependent spectral function α2F (~pf , ~p
′
f , ω) for the phonon-
mediated interaction. It is a generalization of the “Eliashberg function” α2F (ω) to anisotropic
interactions. The averaged spectral function
α2F (ω) =
∫
d~pf
∫
d~p ′f α
2F (~pf , ~p
′
f , ω) (36)
is measured in tunneling experiments on strong-coupling superconductors.
The last set of self-energies of the Fermi-liquid model which we discuss in this lecture is the
impurity self-energy for randomly distributed scattering centers. One can neglect in leading order
in the ratio of Fermi wavelength and mean-free path (1/(kf ℓ) coherent scattering of conduction
electrons (of wavelength k−1f ) from different impurities. This approximation leads to the t-
matrix diagrams shown in Figure 2. The effects of impurities are described in the Fermi-liquid
model by an electron-impurity vertex, v(~pf , ~p
′
f ), and the impurity concentration c. The impurity
self-energy is given by
σˆR,A,Kimp (~pf ,
~R; ǫ, t) = c tˆR,A,K(~pf , ~pf , ~R; ǫ, t), (37)
where the single-impurity t-matrices are given by the solutions of the t-matrix equations
tˆR,A(~pf , ~p
′
f ,
~R; ǫ, t) = v(~pf , ~p
′
f ) +∫
d~p ′′f v(~pf , ~p
′′
f ) gˆ
R,A(~p ′′f ,
~R; ǫ, t) ◦ tˆR,A(~p ′′f , ~p
′
f ,
~R; ǫ, t) (38)
and
tˆK(~pf , ~p
′
f , ~R; ǫ, t) =
∫
d~p ′′f tˆ
R(~pf , ~p
′′
f , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ gˆ
K(~p ′′f , ~R; ǫ, t) ◦ tˆ
A(~p ′′f , ~p
′
f , ~R; ǫ, t). (39)
Re´sume´
We presented in this section the basic concepts and equations of the Fermi-liquid theory
of strong-coupling superconductors. The important equations are the quasiclassical transport
equations (14-15) with the corresponding normalization conditions (Eqs. 17-18) and the self-
consistency equations for the self-energies (23, 26, 31, 32, 37). These equations form a coupled
system from which one calculates the quasiclassical propagators gˆR,A,K . They may be interpreted
as quasiclassical density matrices, and they carry all the physical information of interest. A
superconductor is specified in the phenomenological Fermi-liquid model by a set of material
parameters, which include the Fermi surface data ~pf , ~vf , the purely electronic coupling functions
As,a(~pf , ~p
′
f ) and µ
∗s,t(~pf , ~p
′
f ), the phonon mediated interaction λ
R,A(~pf , ~p
′
f , ω), and the impurity
concentration c and potential v(~pf , ~p
′
f ). Calculations of physical properties of strong-coupling
superconductors follow the methods described above, but generally require numerical work. We
refer the interested reader to original papers, review articles, and textbooks [6, 13, 23, 26, 36, 52]
for information on numerical methods, results, and their interpretation.
LINEAR RESPONSE
The accuracy and power of the quasiclassical theory for strong-coupling superconductors are
based on the transport equations derived above and the expansion of the self-energies in the ex-
pansion parameter small. In this part of the lecture we derive a compact solution to the linearized
transport equations describing small deviations from equilibrium. We use Keldysh’s method for
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non-equilibrium phenomena, and concentrate on dynamical response functions, i.e. the response
of the superconductor to time-dependent external perturbations, such as electromagnetic fields
or ultrasound. Static response functions (the static spin-susceptibility, the superfluid density,
etc.) are more efficiently calculated using Matsubara Green’s functions.[13, 56]
The derivation is general enough to cover isotropic and anisotropic superconductors with
strong electron-phonon, electron-electron and electron-impurity interactions, and with a con-
ventional or an unconventional order parameter. The only important limitation of the deriva-
tion is that it applies to the linear response of a superconductor with a homogeneous order
parameter. This does not exclude homogeneous current carrying states, but does exclude inho-
mogeneous states, e.g. the response of superconductors in magnetic fields in which vortices or
superconducting-normal domains are present. Our goal is, again, to derive a response theory
which is exact to leading order in the expansion parameters of the Fermi-liquid model. The
linear response solutions can be used to calculate a variety of interesting transport properties.
As a specific example, we derive the electromagnetic response function for strong-coupling su-
perconductors with impurity scattering. Early work on response functions for strong-coupling
superconductors includes the work by Ambegaokar and Tewordt[7] on thermal conductivity and
by Nam [46] on the electromagnetic response. The transport theory for strong-coupling metals
in the normal state was first derived in the energy representation by Prange and Kadanoff.[49]
More recent work is reviewed in Refs.[13] and [27].
We consider the electrons and phonons to initially be in thermodynamic equilibrium at tem-
perature T . The metal is then subjected to a weak, external perturbation, vˆ( ~Q, ω)ei(
~Q·~R−ωt), of
frequency ω and wavevector ~Q. For example, in the case of an electromagnetic field
vˆ( ~Q, ω) = −
e
c
~vf · ~A( ~Q, ω) , (40)
where ~A( ~Q, ω) is the Fourier component of the electromagnetic vector potential. The goal is to
solve the transport equations (14)-(15) to linear order in the perturbation. The first step is to
linearize the transport equations and normalization conditions in the perturbation vˆ, and the
deviations induced by the perturbation,
δgˆR,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = gˆ
R,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)− gˆ
R,A,K
o (~pf ; ǫ) (41)
and
δσˆR,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t) = σˆ
R,A,K(~pf , ~R; ǫ, t)− σˆ
R,A,K
o (~pf ; ǫ), (42)
where gˆR,Ao (~pf ; ǫ) and σˆ
R,A
o (~pf ; ǫ) are the equilibrium propagators and self-energies. The equa-
tions for the Fourier coefficients δgˆR,A,K(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω), δσˆ
R,A,K(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω) further simplify because
all the remaining ◦-products reduce to standard matrix products in 4×4 spin×particle-hole space.
The ◦-products in the transport equations, which are defined by
Aˆ ◦ Bˆ (ǫ; t) = e
i
2
[∂Aǫ ∂
B
t −∂
A
t ∂
B
ǫ ] Aˆ (ǫ; t) Bˆ (ǫ; t) , (43)
reduce to matrix products in the frequency representation if either Aˆ or Bˆ is an equilibrium
function. For example, if Aˆ(ǫ; t) = Aˆo(ǫ) or Bˆ(ǫ; t) = Bˆo(ǫ) then
Aˆo (ǫ) ◦ Bˆ (ǫ;ω) = Aˆo(ǫ+
ω
2
)Bˆ (ǫ;ω) , (44)
Aˆ (ǫ;ω) ◦ Bˆo (ǫ) = Aˆ (ǫ;ω) Bˆo(ǫ−
ω
2
) , (45)
where Aˆ(ǫ;ω) =
∫
dt exp(iωt) Aˆ(ǫ; t), etc.
The response of physical quantities such as current density or magnetization to a perturbation
can be calculated directly from the Keldysh response δgˆK . However, there is no transport
equation for δgˆK alone; it is coupled directly to the retarded and advanced functions, δgˆR,A, via
the transport equation (15). On the other hand, the quasiclassical equations for δgˆR,A are closed
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and do not depend on δgˆK . It is useful to decompose δgˆK into a “spectral response” which
involves δgˆR,A, and an “anomalous response” which is expressed in terms of the “anomalous
propagator” δgˆa.[22, 57] The spectral response and the anomalous response follow from separate
quasiclassical transport equations. This separation is achieved by the decomposition,
δgˆK(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω) = tanh
(
ǫ − ω2
2T
)
δgˆR(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω)− tanh
(
ǫ+ ω2
2T
)
δgˆA(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω)
(
tanh
(
ǫ+ ω2
2T
)
− tanh
(
ǫ− ω2
2T
))
δgˆa(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω) . (46)
Eq. 46 should be understood as the defining equation for δgˆa. In the following we calculate the
spectral response (the first two terms on the right side of Eq. 46) and the anomalous response
(the last term) separately, and then combine them; only the sum, δgˆK , has a direct physical
meaning.
Spectral Response
First, consider the equations for retarded (R) and advanced (A) propagators, δgˆR,A. These
solutions are important in the superconducting state; they determine the linear response of the
quasiparticle excitation spectrum, and contribute the spectral response of the superconductor
to the perturbing field. The linearized transport equations become,
[
(ǫ+
ω
2
)τˆ3 − σˆ
R,A
o (ǫ+
ω
2
)
]
δgˆR,A − δgˆR,A
[
(ǫ−
ω
2
)τˆ3 + σˆ
R,A
o (ǫ−
ω
2
)
]
− ~Q · ~vf δgˆ
R,A =
[
vˆ + δσˆR,A
]
gˆR,Ao (ǫ−
ω
2
)− gˆR,Ao (ǫ +
ω
2
)
[
vˆ + δσˆR,A
]
, (47)
where the external field and the deviations of the propagators and self-energies all have argu-
ments (~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω). Note that in addition to the explicit external field we have included the
deviations of the self-energies from equilibrium on the right-hand side of the equation. These
deviations respresent what are called vertex corrections in a diagramatic representation of lin-
ear response theory in terms of 4-point Green’s functions [2, 24, 53]. Such corrections describe
the ‘dynamical screening’ of the external perturbation by the low-energy, long-wavelength ex-
citations of the correlated medium. The static (instantaneous) screening by short-wavelength,
high-energy correlations has already been included through the renormalized vertex in diagram
(e) of Fig. 2. Generally, vertex corrections must be taken into account in order to satisfy con-
servation laws, e.g. charge conservation. They guarantee, in particular, that electron-impurity,
electron-phonon, and electron-electron collisions do not lead to a decay of conserved quantities.
Vertex corrections, i.e. self-consistently calculated δσˆ’s in the quasiclassical framework, also cou-
ple the external perturbations to collective modes, which can lead to collective resonances in the
response functions. Investigations of these collective mode contributions to the electromagnetic
response go back to the papers by Anderson,[8] Bogolyubov, et al.[12], Tsuneto,[62], Vaks, et
al.[63], and Bardasis and Schrieffer;[9] and more recently in the context of superconductors with
non-s-wave order parameters.[29, 65]
We proceed by assuming that the equilibrium solutions have been obtained by solving the
equilibrium transport equations and self-energy equations self-consistently. For strong-coupling
superconductors this amounts to solving Eliashberg’s equations numerically to obtain the renor-
malized excitation energy ǫ˜R,A(~pf , ǫ) = ǫ − σ
R,A
ep (~pf , ǫ) − σ
R,A
imp (~pf , ǫ) and renormalized order
parameter ∆˜R,A(~pf , ǫ) = ∆
R,A
mf (~pf )+∆
R,A
ep (~pf , ǫ)+∆
R,A
imp(~pf , ǫ), where σ and ∆ are the diagonal
and off-diagonal upper corners of the equilibrium self-energy matrix, σˆ = (ǫ − ǫ˜)τˆ3 +
ˆ˜∆. These
renormalizations include, in general, Fermi-liquid interactions, electron-phonon interactions as
well as magnetic and non-magnetic impurity scattering. Solving Eliashberg’s equations amounts
to a self-consistent determination of the equilibrium self-energies ∆ˆR,Asca,mf , σˆ
R,A
ep , and σˆ
R,A
imp from
equations (26, 31, 37). In any case, we assume this step has been accomplished. The equilibrium
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retarded and advanced propagators are then given by2
gˆR,Ao (~pf , ǫ) =
ǫ˜(~pf , ǫ)τˆ3 −
ˆ˜∆R,A(~pf , ǫ)
dR,A(~pf , ǫ)
, (48)
dR,A(~pf , ǫ) = −
1
π
√
∆˜R,A(~pf , ǫ)∆˜R,A(−~pf ,−ǫ)∗ − ǫ˜R,A(~pf , ǫ)2 . (49)
and are important inputs to the linear response theory. The linearized transport equations are
supplemented by the normalization conditions expanded through first order (we omit the Fermi
momentum, external wave vector and frequency unless they appear explicitly),
(
gˆRo
)2
=
(
gˆAo
)2
= −π21ˆ , gˆR,Ao (ǫ +
ω
2
) δgˆR,A + δgˆR,A gˆR,Ao (ǫ−
ω
2
) = 0 . (50)
We now make use of these normalization conditions to invert the matrix transport equation.
Special versions of this procedure have been used to obtain the collisionless response for ~Q =
0 perturbations.[59] Consider the transport equation for the retarded function; the advanced
function is simply obtained by R→ A. We use the equilibrium equation for gˆRo ,
[
ǫτˆ3 − σˆ
R , gˆRo
]
=
0, and the normalization condition (gˆRo )
2 = −π2 to replace[
(ǫ ±
ω
2
)τˆ3 − σˆ
R,A
o (ǫ±
ω
2
)
]
−→ dR(ǫ ±
ω
2
)gˆRo (ǫ ±
ω
2
) , (51)
where dR is given by Eq. 49. We note that the impurity renormalizations drop out of the
equilibrium propagators gˆ0 for isotropic superconductors (Anderson’s ‘theorem’). There is an
exact cancellation of the contributions of impurities to the numerator and denominator of Eq.
48. Impurities are clearly important in the transport properties. Thus, for the replacement in
Eq. 51 the denominator, dR, necessarily includes all self-energy renomalizations in the definitions
of ǫ˜R and ∆˜R.3
The normalization condition (Eq. 50) is used to pull δgˆR to the right of all matrices, so the
linearized transport equation becomes,[
dR+(ǫ;ω)gˆ
R
o (ǫ +
ω
2
)− ~Q · ~vf
]
δgˆR =
(vˆ + δσˆR) gˆRo (ǫ−
ω
2
)− gˆRo (ǫ+
ω
2
) (vˆ + δσˆR) , (52)
where
dR,A+ ≡ d
R,A(ǫ+
ω
2
) + dR,A(ǫ−
ω
2
) . (53)
The matrix acting on δgˆR can be inverted using the normalization condition,
[
dR+gˆ
R
o − ~Q · ~vf
]−1
=
−1
(πdR+)
2 + ( ~Q · ~vf )2
[
dR+gˆ
R
o + ~Q · ~vf
]
. (54)
Thus, the solutions for the retarded and advanced functions in terms of the external perturbation
plus vertex corrections become,
δgˆR,A =
[
dR,A+ gˆ
R,A
o (ǫ+
ω
2 ) +
~Q · ~vf
]
(πdR,A+ )
2 + ( ~Q · ~vf )2
×
[
gˆR,Ao (ǫ +
ω
2
) (vˆ + δσˆR,A)− (vˆ + δσˆR,A) gˆR,Ao (ǫ−
ω
2
)
]
. (55)
2 We restrict the derivation that follows to superconductors which are “unitary”, i.e. ˆ˜∆
2
= −|∆˜|2 1ˆ. This excludes
non-unitary, spin-triplet order parameters that describe superconductors with spontaneous spin-ordering of the
Cooper pairs. However, it is a minor limitation.
3 Self-energy terms proportional to the unit matrix are not included in Eq. 47, as they are rarely important. For
example, impurity scattering contributes a term proportional to 1ˆ (see Eqs. 38-39), but this term is independent
of energy, and thus, drops out of the linear response equations as well.
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Note that δgˆR,A = 0 in the normal state; the density of states is unchanged by the external
potential reflecting the particle-hole symmetry that is built into the leading order quasiclas-
sical theory. However, in a superconductor an external field does give rise to changes in the
retarded and advanced propagators, and the corresponding density of states for the Bogolyubov
quasiparticles.
Anomalous and Keldysh Response
In addition to changes of spectrum and wave functions of quasiparticle states caused by the
perturbation (spectral response), the system also responds to the perturbation by changing the
occupation of these states. The external field can accelerate thermally excited quasiparticles,
heat phonons by the driven motion of the quasiparticle excitations, or produce new excitations by
inducing transitions into or out-of the condensate. Specific processes, which are not described by
the spectral response, are the excitation of quasiparticles for frequencies above the pair-breaking
edge in conventional weak-coupling superconductors, or the excitation of collective modes of
the order parameter in unconventional superconductors.[29, 65] All response processes not yet
included in the spectral response are called “anomalous response”, following the terminology
introduced by Eliashberg[22]. Thus, the physical “Keldysh response” is the sum of the spectral
and anomalous response.
We start from the linearized transport equation for the Keldysh propagator, in order to derive
the transport equation for the anomalous part δgˆa of the response function δgˆK .[
(ǫ+
ω
2
)τˆ3 − σˆ
R
o (ǫ+
ω
2
)
]
δgˆK − δgˆK
[
(ǫ−
ω
2
)τˆ3 + σˆ
A
o (ǫ −
ω
2
)
]
−
σˆKo (ǫ+
ω
2
) δgˆA − δgˆR σˆKo (ǫ−
ω
2
) − ~Q · ~vf δgˆ
K =
[
vˆ + δσˆR
]
gˆKo (ǫ −
ω
2
) + δσˆK gˆAo (ǫ−
ω
2
)−
gˆKo (ǫ +
ω
2
)
[
vˆ + δσˆA
]
− gˆRo (ǫ +
ω
2
) δσˆK . (56)
We now use the equilibrium relation
gˆK0 = tanh
( ǫ
2T
) (
gˆR0 − gˆ
A
0
)
, (57)
and Eq. 46 to eliminate gˆK0 and δgˆ
K in Eq. 56 in favour of gˆR,A0 , δgˆ
R,A, and δgˆa. Finally, we
eliminate σˆK0 by the equilibrium relation
σˆK0 = tanh
( ǫ
2T
) (
σˆR0 − σˆ
A
0
)
, (58)
and δσˆK by the defining relation for δσˆa,
δσK = tanh
(
ǫ− ω2
2T
)
δσˆR − tanh
(
ǫ+ ω2
2T
)
δσˆA +
(
tanh
(
ǫ+ ω2
2T
)
− tanh
(
ǫ− ω2
2T
))
δσˆa . (59)
All terms with with factors tanh(...) cancel, and we obtain the following equation for δgˆa[
dR(ǫ +
ω
2
)gˆRo (ǫ+
ω
2
)δgˆa − δgˆagˆAo (ǫ−
ω
2
)dA(ǫ −
ω
2
)
]
− ~Q · ~vf δgˆ
a =
(vˆ + δσˆa) gˆAo (ǫ−
ω
2
)− gˆRo (ǫ+
ω
2
) (vˆ + δσˆa) , (60)
Eq. 60 can be solved with the help of the normalization condition for δgˆa,
gˆRo (ǫ +
ω
2
) δgˆa + δgˆagˆAo (ǫ −
ω
2
) = 0 , (61)
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as was done in the previous section for the spectral response; δˆga is moved to right of all matrices
using Eq. 61. Matrix inversion gives the result,
δgˆa =
[
da+gˆ
R
o (ǫ +
ω
2
) + ~Q · ~vf
]
(πda+)
2 + ( ~Q · ~vf )
2
[
gˆRo (ǫ +
ω
2
) (vˆ + δσˆa)− (vˆ + δσˆa) gˆAo (ǫ −
ω
2
)
]
. (62)
We can now construct the explicit solution for the Keldysh response, obtained by substituting
δgˆa from Eq. 62, and δgˆR,A, from Eq. 55, into Eq. 46:
δgˆK(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω) =
tanh
(
ǫ−ω2
2T
) [dR+gˆRo (ǫ+ω2 ) + ~Q·~vf
] [
gˆRo (ǫ+
ω
2
)(vˆ+δσˆR)− (vˆ+δσˆR)gˆRo (ǫ−
ω
2
)
]
(πdR+)
2 + ( ~Q·~vf )
2
− tanh
(
ǫ+ω2
2T
) [dA+gˆAo (ǫ+ω2 ) + ~Q·~vf
] [
gˆAo (ǫ+
ω
2
)(vˆ+δσˆA)− (vˆ+δσˆA)gˆAo (ǫ−
ω
2
)
]
(πdA+)
2 + ( ~Q·~vf )2
+
(
tanh
(
ǫ+ω2
2T
)
− tanh
(
ǫ−ω2
2T
))
×
[
da+gˆ
R
o (ǫ+
ω
2
) + ~Q·~vf
] [
gˆRo (ǫ+
ω
2
) (vˆ+δσˆa)− (vˆ+δσˆa) gˆAo (ǫ−
ω
2
)
]
(πda+)
2 + ( ~Q·~vf )2
. (63)
The solution for δgˆK allows one to calculate any observable of interest by straight forward
integrations. The linear response of the electric current to a perturbation vˆ, for instance, is given
by
δj( ~Q, ω) = 2eNf
∫
d~pf
∫
dǫ
4πi
~vf (~pf )
1
4
Tr4
(
τˆ3δgˆ
K(~pf , ~Q; ǫ, ω)
)
. (64)
Eq. 63 is as far as one can get in a calculation of the linear response without having to
specify the perturbation or observable of interest. The general formula is a convenient starting
point for concrete calculations of response coefficients. Several cumbersome technical steps are
already carried out in the derivation of Eq. 63, and one can concentrate on a more difficult
task of response theory, which in most cases is, the calculation of the vertex corrections δσˆR,A,a.
The consequences of Fermi-surface anisotropy and anisotropic interaction parameters for the
dynamic response coefficients are also largely unexplored. Such calculations require more specific
knowledge of the material parameters of the Fermi-liquid model.
Current Response
As an application we derive formulas for the current response of an isotropic superconductor
to an electromagnetic field. The external perturbation is
vˆ(~pf ; ~Q, ω) = −
e
c
~vf · ~A( ~Q, ω)τˆ3 , (65)
where the vector potential describes both the field generated by external sources and the field
generated by induced currents in the superconductor. The induced field is described in our
formulation through Maxwell’s equation with the induced current as the source of the induced
field.4 In order to evaluate the linear response formulas for δgˆR,A,K we must specify the relevant
bandstructure parameters, including the Fermi surface, ~pf , the normal-metal density of states,
Nf , the Fermi velocity ~vf (~pf ), as well as vertices for the electron-impurity interaction v(~pf , ~pf
′),
4 Short-range electromagnetic interactions have been included in the renomalized electron-electron vertex.
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electron-electron interactions, µ∗s,a(~pf , ~pf
′) and As,a(~pf , ~pf
′), and electron-phonon coupling,
g(~pf , ~pf
′). The latter are combined with the phonon propagators, DR,A,K into effective phonon
interactions, λR,A,K(~pf , ~pf
′, ω). These input data, combined with the equilibrium solutions
for the propagators, self-energies and distribution function are used to construct the linear
corrections to the propagators, δgˆR,A,K . Lastly, we must evaluate the vertex corrections. In
most cases this is a difficult step because it requires a self-consistent determination of the linear
response propagators from the transport equation with the vertex corrections given as functionals
of δgˆR,A,K . Nevertheless, the self-consistency step can be carried out numerically. In special
cases the vertex corrections vanish, or they can be calculated analytically.
Consider a conventional superconductor with strong electron-phonon coupling and non-
magnetic impurity scattering (which also may be strong). We simplify matters by considering
an isotropic metal with isotropic impurity scattering. Thus, we assume an isotropic Fermi sur-
face; the bandstructure data that we require is the total density of states at the Fermi surface,
Nf , and the (isotropic) Fermi velocity, ~vf = vf pˆ. We also assume an an isotropic electron-
phonon interaction, λR,A,K(ω), for equilibrium phonons. We further assume that the phonons
remain in equilibrium under the the action of the electromagnetic field, i.e. we neglect any
heating of the phonons by the electrical current. Under these assumptions the vertex corrections
vanish for the current response to a transverse electromagnetic field, i.e. ~Q · ~A = 0.5 We thus
can set δσˆR = δσˆA = δσˆa = 0 in Eq. 63.
Having calculated the renormalized excitation energy, ǫ˜R,A(ǫ), and gap, ∆˜R,A(ǫ), by solv-
ing Eliashberg’s equations (see section III) we can construct the linear response of the trans-
verse current from Eqs. 63-64. We choose a real gauge, ∆˜R,A(ǫ)∗ = ∆˜R,A(−ǫ), in which
case ˆ˜∆R,A(ǫ) = ∆˜R,A(ǫ) iσ2 τˆ1. For isotropic, non-magnetic impurity scattering the impurity
renormalization drops out of the equilibrium propagators. The excitation energy, ǫ˜R,A(ǫ), and
gap function, ∆˜R,A(ǫ), include, in the following, only the renormalizations due to the electron-
phonon interaction, which we assume has been calculated by solving Eliashberg’s equations. The
impurity renormalization does contribute to the current response via
dR,A+ (ǫ) = −
1
π
[√
∆˜R,A(ǫ+
ω
2
)2 − ǫ˜R,A(ǫ+
ω
2
)2 +
√
∆˜R,A(ǫ−
ω
2
)2 − ǫ˜R,A(ǫ−
ω
2
)2 +
1
τ
]
, (66)
da+(ǫ) = −
1
π
[√
∆˜R(ǫ+ω2 )
2 − ǫ˜R(ǫ+ω2 )
2 +
√
∆˜A(ǫ−ω2 )
2 − ǫ˜A(ǫ−ω2 )
2 + 1
τ
]
, (67)
where 1/τ = is the impurity scattering rate, unrenormalized by the electron-phonon interaction
(similarly, the Fermi surface data, vf and Nf refer to the bandstructure Fermi velocity and
density of states).
Combining these results for ǫ˜R,A, ∆˜R,A, dR,A,a+ with Eqs. 48 and 63 for gˆ
R,A
0 and δgˆ
K one
can calculate directly the linear response function, δgˆK . Inserting it into Eq. 64 for the current,
gives the current response to a transverse electromagnetic field,
~j( ~Q, ω) = 2
e2
c
Nf
∫
d~pf ~vf ~vf · ~A(~q, ω)
∫
dǫ
4πi
×
{
tanh(
ǫ−ω2
2T
)
π2dR+(ǫ, ω)
π2dR+(ǫ, ω)
2+(~vf · ~Q)
2

 ǫ˜R−ǫ˜R+ + ∆˜R−∆˜R+√
(∆˜R−)
2−(ǫ˜R−)
2
√
(∆˜R+)
2−(ǫ˜R+)
2
+ 1

 +
tanh(
ǫ+ω2
2T
)
π2dA+(ǫ, ω)
π2dA+(ǫ, ω)
2+(~vf · ~Q)2

 ǫ˜A−ǫ˜A+ + ∆˜A−∆˜A+√
(∆˜A−)
2−(ǫ˜A−)
2
√
(∆˜A+)
2−(ǫ˜A+)
2
+ 1

+
5 In principle, vertex corrections associated with excitations of the order parameter need to be included in a
self-consistent calculation of the current response. For an isotropic system only the phase mode of the order
parameter is excited by the electromagnetic field, and for a transverse field this vertex correction can be
eliminated by a gauge transformation without violating charge conservation. However, for longitudinal fields a
self-consistent calculation of the phase mode, and the corresponding vertex correction, are essential for enforcing
the conservation of charge in the calculation of the longitudinal current response.
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(
tanh(
ǫ+ω2
2T
)− tanh(
ǫ−ω2
2T
)
)
π2da+(ǫ, ω)
π2da+(ǫ, ω)
2+(~vf · ~Q)2
×

 ǫ˜A−ǫ˜R+ + ∆˜A−∆˜R+√
(∆˜A−)
2−(ǫ˜A−)
2
√
(∆˜R+)
2−(ǫ˜R+)
2
+ 1

} . (68)
The abbreviations ∆˜R,A± and ǫ˜
R,A
± stand for ∆˜
R,A(ǫ ± ω/2) and ǫ˜R,A(ǫ ± ω/2). Eq. 68 has the
form ji( ~Q, ω) = σij( ~Q, ω)
iω
c
Aj( ~Q, ω) = σij( ~Q, ω)Ej( ~Q, ω), and one can read off directly the
conductivity tensor σij( ~Q, ω). The above result for the electromagnetic response is a basis for
calculations of the optical conductivity or the surface impedance in isotropic strong-coupling su-
perconductors. It reduces to the result of Abrikosov, Gor’kov, and Khalatnikov (see [2]) for weak
coupling. The first studies of the electromagnetic response for strong-coupling superconductors
were those of Nam[46] who calculated the frequency-dependent conductivity of Pb in the dirty
limit, with the full frequency-dependent strong-coupling gap ∆˜R(ω). Calculations of the elec-
tromagnetic response of strong-coupling superconductors require numerical work; investigations
have been made recently by several groups [15, 17, 37, 40, 47, 48, 61]. There is general agreement
among different groups when the same material parameters are used as input for the calculations;
one can be confident that calculations of the electromagnetic response in conventional, nearly
isotropic strong-coupling superconductors are under control provided data on α2F (ω) and the
Fermi-surface data are known.
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Fig. 4 The long-wavelength conductivity for a weak-coupling superconductor at T = 0.
Re σ(ω) curves are in black and Imσ(ω) curves are in gray. The conductivity is normal-
ized to the d.c. conductivity of the normal state at ω = 0. The frequency is scaled in
units of twice the zero-temperature gap, 2∆0. The solid line corresponds the clean limit
(1/2τ∆0 = 0), while the five dashed curves correspond to increasing levels of impurity
scattering (decreasing Reσ(ω)): 1/2τ∆0 = 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.0.
As a specific example, we show results for the optical conductivity for several models. Fig-
ures 4-6 are calculations of the conductivity in the long-wavelength limit (Q → 0) limit for a
weak-coupling superconductor with varying degrees of impurity scattering. Note the onset of
dissipation due to pair-breaking at ω = 2∆(T ). At zero-temperature this is the only channel for
dissipation (Fig. 4); at higher temperatures the thermal excitations give rise to the Drude con-
ductivity (Fig. 5). The reactive component of the impedance, ∼ Imσ(ω), is also shown in Fig.
4 for T = 0. The low-frequency limit, limω→0(ωImσ(ω)), determines the London penetration
length.
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Fig. 5 The real part of the long-wavelength conductivity for a weak-coupling supercon-
ductor at T = 0.8Tc. The notation is the same as that in Fig. 4 for the real part of the
conductivity. Note the Drude contribution to the conductivity associated with the thermally
excited quasiparticles.
Calculations of the conductivity for strong-coupling superconductors require more informa-
tion on the material parameters of the metal, and considerably more numerical computation.
Figure 6 shows the real part of the conductivity for an isotropic strong-coupling superconductor
with the electron-phonon coupling spectrum, α2F (ω), for Pb0.9Bi0.1. The results are obtained
from formula (68), with the input data ǫ˜ and ∆˜ taken from numerical solutions of Eliashberg’s
equations by Allen [5]. The long-wavelength conductivity has been calculated for several values
of the impurity scattering scattering rate, 1/τ . In the clean limit the conductivity rises steeply
for ω/kBTc ≃ 10, and shows structure out to frequencies of order ω/kBTc ≃ 25. The steep rise
in the conductivity at frequencies significantly above the gap edge, 2∆(T ), is due to the Holstein
effect.[4, 30] In the superconducting state quasiparticles that are produced by absorption of pho-
tons with frequencies above 2∆ can decay into phonon modes that are not otherwise ’infrared
active’. The anomalous absorption due to the Holstein effect starts at a frequency 2∆/h¯+ ωp,
where ωp is the frequency of the emitted phonon. For strong electron-phonon coupling and weak
impurity scattering these processes can dominate the threshold absorption at 2∆.[37] With in-
creasing impurity scattering a structure at the gap edge (2∆ ≈ 4kBTc) develops and becomes
comparable in size to the Holstein absorption. This effect is shown in Fig. 6 for impurity scat-
tering rates increasing from 1/τTc = 0.01 (clean) to 1/τTc = 20 (dirty). In the extreme dirty
limit (1/τTc = 100 >> 1/τphononTc) the phonon structure is essentially gone, and the gap edge
remains as the only significant structure.
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Fig. 6 The real part of the long-wavelength conductivity at T = 0.57Tc for a strong-
coupling superconductor with an electron-phonon spectrum, α2F (ω), corresponding to the
measured spectrum of Pb0.9Bi0.1. The shortest dashed curve corresponds to the clean limit
(1/τTc = 0.01), while the solid curve corresponds to the extreme dirty limit (1/τTc = 100).
The remaining dashed curves correspond to 1/τTc = 1.0 (intermediate-clean: next shortest
dashing), 1/τTc = 5.0 (intermediate-dirty: next to longest dashing), and 1/τTc = 20.0
(dirty: longest dashing). The x-axis is the frequency in units of kBTc, (Tc = 7.9K for
Pb0.9Bi0.1), and the y-axis is Re σ(ω) in units of
2
3
Nfv
2
f e
2/kBTc, the Drude conductivity
evaluated with 1/τ = kBTc.
Fig. 6 gives a selected example of the type of efects expected in the conductivity σ(ω) of strong
coupling superconductors. For detailed discussions of these effects, such as their temperature
dependence and their dependence on the electron-phonon coupling strength, we refer to the
original papers.[15, 17, 37, 40, 47, 48, 61]
CONCLUSIONS
These lectures present selected aspects of the largely established theory of strong-coupling
superconductivity. Given the increasing scientific interest in superconductivity in strongly cor-
related metals such as the cuprate high-Tc superconductors we felt it important to emphasize
how electronic correlations are built into the strong-coupling theory, in addition to the strong
electron-phonon coupling that is traditionally emphasized in textbooks on strong-coupling su-
perconductivity.
Our intent is also to give a reasonably complete collection of the basic formulas of the strong-
coupling theory, with a bit of explanation and interpretation. Any evaluation of these formulas
requires numerical work. Hence, our selection of formulas is directed by the criteria of generality
and suitability for numerical work. In our opinion the most efficient formulation of the strong-
coupling theory is in terms of quasiclassical transport equations, a method taken over from
Landau’s theory of normal Fermi-liquids. Thus, a significant portion of the lecture notes is
devoted to the Fermi-liquid model of strong-coupling superconductivity, whose central equations
are the quasiclassical transport equations. The Fermi-liquid model of strongly correlated metals
is a theory that straddles the border between microscopic and phenomenological theories. The
Fermi-liquid model is rooted in the basic many-body theory of interacting electrons and ions, and
is based on a small parameter expansion combined with a few general, but plausible, assumptions
about the relevant energy scales in metals. However, the procedure of generating the Fermi-
liquid model from its microscopic antecedent introduces new, renormalized interactions (block
vertices) between the low-energy quasiparticles which cannot be calculated with any confidence
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based on existing many-body algorithms. Thus, the renormalized interactions that enter the
Fermi-liquid model are phenomenological parameters that must be determined from comparison
with experiments.
The strong-coupling theory is material oriented. In order to describe important material ef-
fects we have kept the formulation of the Fermi-liquid model general enough to cover anisotropy,
impurity scattering and unconventional pairing. One of the goals of the strong-coupling theory
was (and still is) to extract information about the mechanisms of superconductivity from exper-
imental data. In special cases, such experimental data may contain valuable information, but
in general need sophisticated theoretical analysis for proper interpretation. The most successful
of the traditional methods is quasiparticle tunneling combined with McMillan’s strong-coupling
analysis. The tunneling current is one of many dynamical response functions, and because of
their potential importance we included a section devoted to the linear response of superconduc-
tors. As an example, we discuss the quasiclassical theory of the electromagnetic response, and
present selected results of strong-coupling calculations.
We have not discussed the strong-coupling model as a potential mechanism for high-Tc su-
perconductivity. The reason is that it is still an open and contraversial issue as to whether or
not Fermi-liquid theory is an appropriate model for the cuprates. Thus, the discussion of the
applicability of the strong-coupling model to the cuprates is not yet settled and hence beyond
the scope of these lecture notes.
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